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Foreword  

 

In about sixty exhibitions of the Daimler Art Collection since 2001, we have mainly 

concentrated on two focal points: minimal tendencies and media art. For the sake of a 

consistent argument, we have for the most part excluded the area of German post-war 

movements in art originating mainly from south Germany. About forty artists in the collection 

belong to these. Art history files artists from Max Ackerman to Herbert Zangs under terms 

such as ‘Lyrical Abstraction’, ‘Informel’, ‘Tachism’, the ‘Stuttgart’ and the ‘Karlsruhe school’, 

‘New Figuration’, ‘Zero’ and ‘Zen 49’. Willi Baumeister is both the nucleus of this category and 

the significant connection with representatives of classical modernism surrounding Hölzel 

from the beginning of the last century. In the years from 1946–55, Baumeister was a 

professor at the Kunstakademie Stuttgart. In 1947, he published his groundbreaking paper on 

art theory, ‘Das Unbekannte in der Kunst’ (‘The Unknown in Art’).  

 

Baumeister became an inspirational friend and mentor to the collectors Ottomar and Greta 

Domnick, who both worked as doctors specializing in psychiatry and neurology in Stuttgart. In 



  

  
 
 
 

  

January, 1947, they held a series of exhibitions at their surgery featuring artists including 

Baumeister, Fritz Winter, Max Ackermann and others. The collectors, art historians and artists 

also gave lectures on the theme of abstract art, and in 1947 Ottomar Domnick published his 

paper ‘Die schöpferischen Kräfte in der abstrakten Malerei’ (‘Creative Energies in Abstract 

Painting’). In nearby Esslingen, the art theorist and philosopher Kurt Leonhard came to public 

notice with his work: ‘Die heilige Fläche. Gespräche über moderne Kunst’ (‘The Sacred 

Surface: Discussions on Modern Art’), the significance of which still remains underestimated 

today. The theoretical foundations of Informel and the abstract avant-garde in post-war 

Germany can therefore be traced to Stuttgart, a fact which has not been recognized 

adequately in the literature of art history.  

 

Our ‘Classical : Modern II’ exhibition takes as its starting point Domnick’s exhibition initiative 

dating from winter 1946/47, unique and forward-looking for its time, where the artists 

represented in the main space of our exhibition set the tone: Ackermann, Baumeister, 

Meistermann, Ritschl and Winter, supplemented by five of Baumeister’s students from the 

period around 1950: Bernd Berner, Peter Brüning, Günter Fruhtrunk, Georg Karl Pfahler and 

Charlotte Posenenske. This last named was rediscovered in 2002 initially through purchases 

of her work made by the Daimler Art Collection and more recently through her participation in 

the Kassel documenta.  

 

Pfahler, who described his teacher Baumeister as a “Man of the world with a Swabian air, a 

Paris type, very knowledgeable, a gentleman”, was one of the initiators of the ‘Stuttgart 

school’, including Otto Herbert Hajek, Thomas Lenk and Lothar Quinte. The initial room in our 

exhibition is dedicated to this group. The Stuttgart painter Erdmut Bramke is a younger guest 

in this circle. From Informel, the artists of the ‘Stuttgart School’ developed large scale Color 

field paintings which, as objects, exploded the traditional picture format while at the same 

time seeking a connection with architecture and urban planning. In 1967, their work was 

combined with their American contemporaries in an epoch-making exhibition at the 

Württembergischer Kunstverein Stuttgart entitled ‘Forms of Color’. Pfahler had co-founded 

the ‘Stuttgart Group’ in 1954, a name which later came to be associated in Germany and 

France above all with the literary circle surrounding the philosopher Max Bense, who taught in 

Stuttgart.  

 



  

  
 
 
 

  

The tour continues with a nod to the better-known centers of Informel in Germany—Berlin, 

Munich and Düsseldorf. Early trailblazers in this context who are still active today include 

Rupprecht Geiger in Munich, who, together with other artists including Ackermann, 

Baumeister, Thieler, Wildemann and Winter founded the ‘Zen 49’ group. In 1960/1961, Uwe 

Lausen from Tübingen arrived in Munich and came into contact with members of the ‘Spur’ 

group. In 1961 the young ‘wild Informel’ artist was sentenced to three weeks’ youth detention 

due to blasphemous and pornographic statements made in a paper published by the ‘Spur’ 

group. Karl Fred Dahmen had developed his material-amorphous color areas in Paris in the 

early 1950s before accepting a professorship in Munich in 1967.  

 

The Düsseldorf Nobert Kricke and the Berlin sculptor Bernhard Heiliger represent—with works 

from the 1960s and 1980s—the area of Informel sculpture. Fred Thieler moved to Berlin from 

Munich in 1954, and from 1959 onwards had significant influence as a teacher. Thieler 

chanced upon K.R.H Sonderborg in 1953 in Paris. The well-traveled North German 

Sonderborg taught from 1965 to 1990 in Stuttgart. With him, we complete the circle to come 

back to our starting point. Düsseldorf, which since the founding of Manfred de La Motte’s 

‘Galerie 22’ in 1957 had been the main stronghold of Informel, is represented here only 

marginally, with a picture by the Rhinelander Gerhard Hoehme.  

 

The transition to ‘Zero’ group is marked by its own set of works. ‘Zero’ was founded in 1957 

in the form of evening exhibitions in Otto Piene’s Düsseldorf studio, with Informel artists 

including Hoehme, Thieler, Dahmen and Geiger participating as guests. The pictorial objects 

by Alfonso Hüppi and Herbert Zangs forming part of this context are to be understood within 

the ambit of Zero. Christa Winter from Stuttgart frames a contemporary response. Our 

exhibition closes with a look at the painters of the Karlsruhe School: the very significant 

teacher HAP Grieshaber and his students Horst Antes, Walter Stöhrer and Dieter Krieg, 

supplemented by other artistic positions which are closely connected with Stuttgart (Lambert 

Maria Wintersberger as well as Rudolf Schoofs and his student Herbert Egl) or with Karlsruhe 

(Arthur Stoll, as a student of Antes). 

  



  

  
 
 
 

  

Renate Wiehager 

Stuttgart 1947: The foundations of abstract art in post-war Germany 

Ottomar Domnick. Willi Baumeister. Kurt Leonhard  

 

In 1905, when Adolf Hölzel left Munich to take a professorship in Stuttgart and became one 

of the founding fathers of abstract art in Germany, a series of outstanding cultural 

attainments began for the Baden-Württemberg metropolis which the painter Max Ackermann, 

a student of Hölzel, has summed up with the words ‘Kleines Bauhaus’ (‘Little Bauhaus’). What 

he wished to convey in these words was the galvanizing effect of Hölzel’s class’s international 

air and the closeness of Hölzel’s circle to the revolutionary experiments of Rudolph von 

Laban’s dance school and to the inspiring figures for the building of the Stuttgarter 

Weißenhofsiedlung in 1927. Hölzel and his later famous students—Willi Baumeister, Oskar 

Schlemmer, Johannes Itten, Adolf Fleischmann, Camille Graeser, Ida Kerkovius and others—

contributed decidedly to creating a progressive climate in Stuttgart favorable to the abstract 

avant-garde of the 20th Century, built up contacts with avant-garde groups in Paris, Berlin, 

Weimar and Vienna and attracted European representatives of the most varied artistic 

disciplines to Stuttgart.  

 

About forty years after Hölzel took up his teaching post, another group of high-caliber artists, 

art theorists, collectors, gallery owners and critics formed in Stuttgart. Together, they 

prepared the way for the most significant developments of abstract art in post-war Germany. 

From among this many-faceted spectrum—which will be summarized in the chapter dedicated 

to Willi Baumeister which follows—three leading figures should be introduced. Ottomar 

Domnick, Willi Baumeister and Kurt Leonhard not only reintroduced the most important 

aspects of German post-war art into the European context through their activities as 

collectors and curators, artists and teachers, art scientists, critics and translators, but their 

three works, appearing in 1947, also developed the basis for German art’s new capacity for 

dialogue. For this reason, the three biographical outlines that follow concentrate on these 

three publications: Willi Baumeister’s work on art theory ‘The Unknown in Art’, Ottomar 

Domnick’s book ‘Creative Energies in Abstract Painting’ and Kurt Leonhard’s philosophically 

informed examination ‘The Holy Surface. Discussions on modern art’.  

 



  

  
 
 
 

  

The decision to focus so strongly on these three Stuttgart publications from 1947 is based on 

two observations. Firstly, the books of Leonhard and Domnick are constantly referred to in 

the literature presented, yet parallels to Baumeister have rarely been drawn and, as far as I 

can see, there is no sign of a more detailed presentation regarding content of the first named. 

(As an exception see: Katja von der Bey’s Dissertation on Domnick’s book, a.a.O. p. 13). In 

addition, the conclusion of this essay, comparing all three publications from a contemporary 

perspective, is that Baumeister’s ‘murmuring’ tone that left much undefined, may have been 

very much in tune with the times and therefore became the artist ‘Bible’ for many young post-

war artists, but the books of Leonhard and Domnick, with their far-reaching analytic and 

scientific horizon, seem even more to have been able to anticipate the discussions and 

standard of the 1950s/1960s.  

 

 

Ottomar Domnick (1907–1989)  

Doctor, collector, art writer, musician, filmmaker, curator  

 

The surgery of the neurologist and psychiatrist Ottomar Domnick, Stuttgart, 65 Gerokstraße, 

Winter 1946/47: “A cloakroom in the waiting room is given a new function for two days. 

Some people arrive as early as Friday, and stay with friends. Sometimes people sleep on the 

couch in the examination room. Young people sleep in the armchairs. Everyone is quite 

contented. No-one is demanding. The consulting room becomes a lecture hall. There are rusty 

nails in the walls which people bend up, twist or hammer straight. For there is no music here—

only pictures. Pictures full of music. A ‘Zyklus abstrakter Malerei’ (‘cycle of abstract painting’). 

The iron stove appears like a foreign body. [...] Professor Hildebrandt must have a reclining 

armchair. Georg Schmidt from Basel plans to bring an assistant with him. Solicitous, I add an 

extra chair. Frau Tut Schlemmer will be accompanied by her daughter. I make sure there’s 

enough room. Dr. Rusche is coming from Cologne. [...] In the practice, we are turning our 

attention to psychoanalysis. The artists and art historians of the ‘Zyklus’ are also speaking a 

great deal about the ‘unconscious’ as a dynamic source of art. We had all agreed on this 

when HAP Grieshaber—with an ironic reference to Koestler’s book on emigration ‘Arrival and 

Departure’—decried analysis as destructive or an impediment to art. Grieshaber was also in 

the resistance, and later ended up in a Belgian mine. Rudolf Probst’s [a progressive art dealer 



  

  
 
 
 

  

in Dresden in the 1920s, active in Mannheim in 1946—RW] nephew was executed in Munich 

as a member of the ‘White Rose’ group, along with the Scholl siblings who started this brave 

youth resistance movement. Inge Scholl, who survived, began to build up the Hochschule für 

Gestaltung in Ulm around this time, which created new impulses. Maria Marc was a long-

standing guest; despite the afflictions of old age she was determined, tolerant and vigorously 

open to the new. Otto Stangl, who along with his wife had opened a modern gallery in 

Munich, also came. He already had some works by Klee from the Ibach Collection. Frau Dr. 

Stünke from the ‘Spiegel’ (‘mirror’) gallery in Cologne and Dr. Herbert Herrmann from the first 

modern gallery in Stuttgart also came. After the war, he organized exhibitions, which were 

introduced by Kurt Leonhard […]. They all came because of a few new pictures on the walls, 

because of some of the lectures on art, because of some of the discussions. A new painter 

every four weeks: Winter—Ritschl—Baumeister—Meistermann—Ackermann. It was anything but 

properly organized. A tightly-packed knot of people, who liked each other, who took the time, 

who understood. No-one had any expectations—and yet so much happened. A contradiction? 

Someone asks—Kurt Leonhard answers. Someone wants to know what abstract means—

Baumeister gives them his opinion. Otto Ritschl theorizes philosophically. All agree that 

something new is taking shape for them, especially those who have been denied access to 

contemporary art since 1933. First encounters. The ‘Zyklus’ gave impetus to ever wider 

circles. A handful of people carried away knowledge and prepared the ground for the harvest 

which followed.” This was how Ottomar Domnick, speaking in retrospect, described the 

legendary ‘Zyklus kunstwissenschaftlicher Veranstaltungen 1947 über das Thema Abstrakte 

Malerei’ (‘Cycle of art science events 1947 on the theme of abstract painting’). (In: O.D., 

Hauptweg und Nebenwege. Psychiatrie Kunst Film in meinem Leben (Highways and Byways. 

Psychiatry, art and film in my life), domnick verlag+film, Stuttgart 1977, p. 179). The first 

cycle was dedicated to Fritz Winter. In the weeks leading up to May 1947, Otto Ritschl, Willi 

Baumeister, Max Ackermann und Georg Meistermann followed. Invitations would mention—

apart from the artist—the lecturer, and that the event was planned for two days time—‘written 

acceptance’ requested.  

 

 

Domnick: Life and Art Collection  

Ottomar Domnick, a doctor specializing in neurology and psychiatry with a private clinic in 

Stuttgart, was one of the most enthusiastic collectors and mediators of modern art in 



  

  
 
 
 

  

Germany following World War II. He was an early pioneer of experimental film, played the 

cello and organized concerts of 20
th

 century music. Architecture and literature were also 

among his enthusiasms. It is above all his passion for automobiles, for motors and technology 

which turn the ‘byways’ of his book’s title into the real ‘highways’, even if his intended 

meaning was his profession as a doctor.  

 

In his autobiography, Ottomar Domnick outlines his path from childhood in Greifswald, 

through his time as a student in Berlin, Munich, Greifswald and Innsbruck, and his return to 

Berlin. His time with Prof. Karl Kleist in Frankfurt am Main influenced his development as a 

psychiatrist. In 1938 he came to Stuttgart. Military service followed. In 1945 he returned 

there. Domnick evoked considerable public interest as a filmmaker, starting with his 

arteducational documentaries ‘Neue Kunst – Neues Sehen’ (‘New Art – New Seeing’; 1950) 

and ‘Willi Baumeister’ (1954). The film study ‘Jonas’ (1957) became Ottomar Domnick’s most 

important film, and his greatest success. But the two earlier films also won the German Film 

Award and international awards. Ottomar Domnick was awarded the German Film Award in 

Gold by the minister of the interior for: “years of outstanding work in the German cinema” in 

1988. 

 

In 1946 he laid the foundations for his collection of non-representational art with his first 

acquisitions. First artists from his own regional environment—HAP Grieshaber (whose 

drawings Domnick had seen in his own workshop in 1945), then Baumeister, Ackermann, 

Winter and Bissier in 1946/1947. Domnick discovered Hans Hartung and Pierre Soulages in 

1948. Piero Dorazio, Arakawa, Arnulf Rainer, Antonio Tàpies, Paul Klee and others followed. 

Domnick placed his collection in the foundation set up by him and his wife Greta Domnick 

(1909–1991) in 1977. Today, the ensemble is still accessible to the public, in a ‘museum 

residence’ in Nürtingen designed by Domnick himself, one of the Stuttgart region’s cultural 

insider’s tips. Haus Domnick, which was built in 1967 in the landscape of the Aichtal and the 

Albtrauf by the Stuttgart architect Paul Stohrer, is a design intended to exemplify a Utopia 

consisting of an organic unity of life, art, architecture and nature. In 1977 an ensemble of 

sculptures, with works by Joannis Avramidis, Franz Bernhard, Volkmar Haase, Alf Lechner, 

Bernar Venet and Max Schmitz was added, situated in gardens which he laid out himself. The 

house and park were extensively renovated in 2005.  

 



  

  
 
 
 

  

Ottomar Domnick’s founding of his own collection in 1946 was merely the external sign of an 

inner need to open a dialogue with the help of the potential of artistic thought and 

formulations with a large audience, which was rapidly expanding across Germany to reach 

Paris, by means of exhibitions and publications, writing, speaking and organization.  

His unconditional commitment to abstract art, which also involved extensive financial 

investment, was his contribution to the achievement and communication of a new intellectual 

and democratic base. Domnick consciously engaged himself and art in a confrontation with 

every variety of ignorance, aggressive stupidity, reactionary attitudes and hidden survivals of 

National Socialist attitudes, developing his drive for education all the more fully through direct 

personal commitment.  

 

Domnick: The Curator  

 

Domnick first appeared in the role of exhibition organizer as early as July 1946, when he 

organized an exhibition of the work of the cousin of August Macke, the painter Helmuth 

Macke, who drowned in Lake Constance in 1935, in the temporary facilities of the 

Württembergischer Kunstverein in Stuttgart. This in turn resulted in a contact with Maria 

Marc, the widow of Franz Marc who had fallen in World War I, and a years-long endeavor to 

make Marc’s legacy of works accessible in a museum context. (See Werner Esser, Stuttgarter 

Aufbruch (Stuttgart Awakening), in: Neuordnungen. Südwestdeutsche Museen in der 

Nachkriegszeit (New ordering. Southwest German museums in the post-war years), Tübingen 

2002, pp. 117-135).  

 

In 1948, Ottomar Domnick found himself in a truly seminal role, as curator of the German 

contribution to the ‘Salon des Réalités Nouvelles’, the annual Paris overview of contemporary 

trends. Willi Baumeister, who had originally been asked to serve as curator, passed the task 

on to Domnick, his friend and neighbor in Stuttgart. He did however exert significant 

influence over Domnick regarding the choice of artists, which had to be finalized within just 

four months: ultimately, fifteen German artists in total—from Max Ackermann and Willi 

Baumeister to Otto Ritschl and Theodor Werner—were exhibited in Paris among a total of 250 

artists from 19 countries inside and outside Europe. Domnick’s assignment in Paris marked 

the second significant appearance of German art in an international context following 1945, 



  

  
 
 
 

  

the first being Arnold Rüdlinger’s exhibition ‘Moderne Deutsche Kunst seit 1933’ (‘Modern 

German Art since 1933’) in the Kunsthalle in Bern in the summer of 1947. (See: 

Kunstvermittlung als Mission. Ottomar Domnick und die Abstraktion (Art Transmission as 

Mission: Ottomar Domnick and Abstraction, in: Martin Schieder, (ed.), Im Blick des Anderen. 

Die deutsch-französischen Kunstbeziehungen (In the Gaze of the Other: Relations between 

German and French Art) 1945-1959, Berlin 2005, pp. 91-116).  

 

Domnick used his various stays in Paris to visit galleries, studios and private collections. In 

addition to this, he made detailed notes as well as new discoveries in connection with the 

‘Salon’, which prompted his decision to reply with an exhibition of abstract and concrete 

painting from France in Germany—also a first for postwar Germany. Ultimately, ten artists 

were chosen. Domnick presented them personally in eight German cities—he organized the 

facilities, arranged the exhibitions, gave opening speeches and held discussions with the 

public and with political and art criticism circles. Domnick published a catalogue with an 

optimistic print run of 3,000 copies, which, apart from the introductory prefaces, mainly 

contained biographical notes on the development and remarks from the artists involved.  

 

 

Domnick: The Author 

 ›Die schöpferischen Kräfte in der abstrakten Malerei. Ein Zyklus‹ (‘Creative Energies in 

Abstract Painting. A cycle’) An essential foundation and source of the self-confidence which 

Domnick displayed as a curator and art critic in Germany in the early post-war years was the 

‘consolidation’ of intellectual energies enabled by the exhibitions, lectures and discussions in 

Domnick’s surgery in Stuttgart in the winter of 1946/47, described atmospherically at the 

beginning of the text. They appeared in condensed form as early as autumn 1947 under the 

title ‘Die schöpferischen Kräfte in der abstrakten Malerei. Ein Zyklus’ (‘Creative Energies in 

Abstract Painting. A Cycle’), with a print run of 1,000 copies, published by Müller & 

Kiepenheuer. Domnick proudly headed his introduction with the note: ‘Book design. Binding. 

Montage: O. Domnick’. In the imprint, he announced ‘editions in English, French and Italian’ 

still in preparation, which however were never published. The signatures of the five artists 

introduced in monographs—Max Ackermann, Willi Baumeister, Georg Meistermann, Otto 

Ritschl and Fritz Winter—are printed above the title. All of them also hand-signed a special 

edition of 250 copies—only in one case, that of Fritz Winter, is a note added beneath the 



  

  
 
 
 

  

signature: ‘Facsimile. Fritz Winter remains a prisoner of war in Russia’. This detail makes the 

reality behind this intellectually and aesthetically very ambitious book project visible.  

 

As author and editor of the graphically ambitious ‘Zyklus’ book Domnick clearly remains a 

‘curator’, that is, the invited different authors and the sometimes very detailed contributions, 

thirteen in total, are intended to reflect the state of the art debate in 1947 without proffering 

an easy canonical definition of expressions like ‘abstract’, ‘modern’ etc. The reader is 

challenged to journey through the entire spectrum of philosophical, religious, art-historical, 

art-scientific, and receptionhistorical analyses thoughtfully and reflectively, in order that 

perhaps in the end they will be able to assess the horizons of a postulated ‘awakening’ by a 

differentiated concept of abstraction. An easily consumable handout which establishes the 

concept of ‘abstract art’ is neither intended nor achieved. Rather, one finds oneself drawn 

into a kaleidoscope, which brings together facets of the discussion concerning the modern, 

from Cézanne to Baumeister, to form an ‘unfinished’ and ‘open image’—to quote the well 

known term from Umberto Eco’s famous study of the same title from 1962.  

 

In his introduction, Domnick articulately and knowledgeably addresses the distinction 

between abstract art and Expressionism. Instead, he draws a line from Cézanne and Franz 

Marc to the present day of 1947. Using references to developments in politics, religion, 

medicine and physics, Domnick argues for the necessity of moving away from art as the 

expression of emotions and towards a form-conscious art which gives a sensory presence to 

the “world’s substance” (O.D)—the unconscious and the unknown beyond the comprehensible 

reality, the fundamental forms of nature. In this he is very close to his friend and mentor Willi 

Baumeister. But Domnick’s own arguments and diction as well still are prey to the after-

effects of a Fascist ideology, in that he repeatedly—and this applies to Willi Baumeister as 

well—hails the male artist-leader as a ‘genius’ and ‘prophet’. (For a detailed critical appraisal 

of Domnick’s book in the context of the ideological situation in postwar Germany, cf.: Katja 

van der Bey, Nationale Codierungen abstrakter Malerei. Kunstdiskurs und -ausstellungen im 

westlichen Nachkriegsdeutschland 1945–1952, Oldenburg 1997, particularly pp. 15–61.)  

 

In the essay that follows in the ‘Zyklus’ book, Rudolf Probst answers Domnick. His style has a 

strong religious flavor. For Probst, abstraction is at the root of any creative understanding of 



  

  
 
 
 

  

artistic activity, as the author considers recourse to the immaterial and spiritual to be “the art 

in art”, and the essential existential impulse in the creation of a human image.  

Significant areas of Probst’s argument are developed in dialogue with the pictorial world of 

Fritz Winter, who is introduced in the biographical text which follows by his partner Margarete 

Schreiber-Rüffer, followed by excerpts from the artist’s letters and diaries. In the next 

contribution, Hans Lühdorf introduces Otto Ritschl, making connections with the 

development of abstraction, from Cézanne and Kandinsky to Baumeister and Ritschl. 

Integrated into this line of thought is his argument for the logical art-historical, aesthetic and 

content-related necessity of abstract art. Otto Ritschl himself speaks, giving an extensive 

theoretical and philosophical analysis in which he connects the wide historical arc he 

constructs with questions concerning the essence of artworks, regarding this as a foundation 

for the claim to veracity of an artwork based on a dialogue of artist, material and observer.  

 

In an appended essay, the Stuttgart art historian Hans Hildebrandt explores the development 

of Willi Baumeister extensively. This is followed by the concise thoughts of the artist himself 

on “motif, subject, content of contemporary art.”  

Kurt Leonhard introduces the “Musical Painting” of Franz Ackermann, with an equal degree of 

cultural and historical detail. Willi Weck devotes a brief biographical outline to Georg 

Meistermann. In turn, this artist speaks in the form of a letter to Domnick. The author himself 

concludes by issuing his essays: “Über den Zugang zum abstrakten Werk” (“On approaching 

abstract works”) and on the theme of “Vorerlebnis und Vorgestalt in der abstrakten Malerei” 

(“Pre-experience and pre-forms in abstract painting”) for a second time, this time explicitly 

incorporating knowledge derived from psychology and cultural sciences.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



  

  
 
 
 

  

Willi Baumeister (1889–1955)  

Artist, art writer, teacher, curator, typographer 

Baumeister: Scenes from his life and work up to 1947 

 

Stuttgart, Berlin, Paris, Frankfurt—these are, apart from a variety of journeys and occasional 

periods spent in Switzerland, the key points in which the biography of Willi Baumeister 

evolves. He began his studies in Stuttgart in 1905. Artistic work and assignments in the areas 

of typography, theater and building design in the 1920s connect him with all the significant 

cultural and architectonic developments in his birthplace. After being dismissed from his 

teaching post in Frankfurt in 1933 he got by with small designs for typography and building 

design. From 1937, he worked for the paint manufacturer Herberts, based in Wuppertal. 

Finally, in 1943 he moved with his family to Swabian Urach and began work on the 

manuscript for ‘Das Unbekannte in der Kunst’ (‘The Unknown in Art’). He completed it in the 

summer of 1945 at the house of Max Ackermann at Horn on Lake Constance.  

 

Since 1945, Willi Baumeister had been living in his former house in Gerokstraße, in Stuttgart’s 

Gänsheide district. In 1946 he took up his professorship at the Stuttgarter Akademie. His 

studio is located in the neighboring Villa Oppenheimer, as is ‘Poldi’ Domberger’s legendary 

screen printing workshop, where the first artistic screen prints in Europe, as well as Willi 

Baumeister’s entire screen printing output were created. Nearby lives the art historian and 

champion of the modern Hans Hildebrandt with his wife Lily, herself an artist, as well as the 

painter Alfred Eichhorn, who printed the Eidos Press lithographs for Baumeister.  

 

Gerd Hatje, one of the most significant German instigators and publishers of art books in the 

20
th

 century, lives a few houses away. In the evening there are conversations over dinner at 

the ‘Bubenbad’ restaurant. Guests include: the philosopher Max Bense and the neurologist 

Ottomar Domnick, who had close ties to Baumeister, the designers Wilhelm Wagenfeld and 

Hans Warnecke, the photographer Adolf Lazi and the art dealer Otto Lutz, as well as the 

gallery owner Herbert Hermann and the art writer and poet Kurt Leonhard and, finally, Cantz 

the printer and, from Paris, the gallery owner Pierre Loeb. (On this and on the relationship 

between Baumeister and Domnick during the early post-war years, compare with: Werner 

Esser, Museum der Abstraktion. Die Gemälde und Skulpturen der Sammlung Domnick 



  

  
 
 
 

  

Nürtingen. Ein digitales Katalogprojekt (Museum of Abstraction. Paintings and sculptors from 

the Domnick Nürtingen collection. A digital catalogue project) [www.domnick.de], with its 

chapter on Baumeister, pp. 1–4).  

 

From the midst of this avant-garde circle, it is Baumeister who significantly re-establishes his 

widespread net of contacts, which had reached throughout Germany and to Paris in the years 

between 1919–1933, and is looked on by French fellow artists, gallery owners and exhibition 

organizers as a representative of German culture and moral authority, a man of integrity. 

Looking back on Baumeister’s years of ostracism between 1933–1945, Will Grohmann 

described just how closely knit this network which Baumeister had access to after 1945 was. 

A glance at the artist’s diaries yields a long list of names of people Baumeister had met: 

“Architects from Stuttgart and Frankfurt, Gropius, Adolf Loos, van Eesteren, Marcel Breuer, 

Hannes Meyer, Alfred Roth, Hugo Häring, painters and sculptors such as Bissier, Oelze, Götz, 

Grieshaber, Wadsworth, Servranckx, Gabo, Moholy-Nagy, Bill, museum directors, among 

whom his friend Theodor Musper is often mentioned, art dealers, collectors, art critics such 

as Einstein, Giedion, Geist, Vietta, Kállai […] he meets Seuphor, Flourquet, Sartoris, Max 

Ernst. He travels to Paris and visits his friends Léger and Le Corbusier, he sees Ozenfant, 

Zervos, Tériade, W. George, Gleizes and Vantongerloo.” (W.G., Willi Baumeister. Leben und 

Werk, Cologne, 1969, p. 70 onwards.)  

 

Another factor whose significance for the development of German post-war art is not to be 

underestimated is Baumeister’s activities as a teacher at the Stuttgarter Kunstakademie: 

around 1950 figures such as Bernd Berner, Peter Brüning, Charlotte Posenenske, Karl Georg 

Pfahler, Günter Fruhtrunk and others, who significantly influenced art in the 1950s and 

1960s, were among his students. (Compare with: Von Künstler zu Künstler. Willi Baumeister 

und die alten Kameraden (From Artist to Artist. Willi Baumeister and the old comrades), in: 

Martin Schieder, loc. cit., pp. 118–116).  

 

 

 

 



  

  
 
 
 

  

Baumeister: The Author  

‘Das Unbekannte in der Kunst’ (‘The Unknown in Art’), Stuttgart 1947 

 

 The section of the bibliography for Baumeister headed ‘Own Writing’ consists of about 70 

titles, including contributions to newspapers, magazines and catalogues, the ‘Bauhaus’ 

magazine, the ‘Cahier d’art’ and the ground-breaking magazines from the 1920s onwards. Of 

interest is the wide spectrum which Baumeister devotes his writing efforts to: in the inter-war 

period this includes ‘The Surface’, ‘Space and Color’, ‘New Typography’, ‘’Should the new 

architecture dispense with color? No!’, ‘Image Construction’ and ‘A conversation with Fernand 

Léger’. After 1946, we encounter titles such as ‘Image and World Image’, ‘A Painter on the 

Possibilities of Photography’, ‘Paul Cézanne’, ‘Stage Design, Painting and Architecture’, 

‘Commitment to absolute painting’, and, shortly before his death, the results of his extensive 

studies on the history of painting techniques, which Baumeister engaged in while in the 

employ of the varnish manufacturer Herberts in Wuppertal. 

 

In his book ‘The Unknown in Art’, written from 1943–1945 and published in Stuttgart in 1947, 

Baumeister gives an ‘interim total’ of his reflections—on perception by the observer as a 

creative act, which opens itself to the unseen and on the role of the artist who allows himself 

to be embraced by the power of the ‘unknown’ and by the powers of nature.  

Three concepts are central to his disquisition: ‘form art’ as the emergence of art without a 

model, comparable to the autonomous creative power of nature; the ‘gaze’ as a specific mode 

of perception of abstract art; ‘center’ and ‘intuition’ as the basis of an artistic, existential 

state. Due to Baumeister’s associative connecting of themes and thoughts, clear 

argumentation is lacking; instead, the idea of the ‘genius artistic personality’, the artist as 

‘master’ and ‘light of mankind’ is postulated. The ‘unknown’ of the title is circled around every 

time it is approached, without achieving any real conceptual clarity. Much is only planned out, 

occasionally addressed, and connected with facts from other areas which are not gone into. 

According to Baumeister, the “primal shapes and colors” (W. B.) bring cosmic forces into play 

and transport human beings to a higher level of existence, in a quasi-religious fashion. One 

suspects that the reason for Baumeister’s sometimes halfbaked and ponderous language 

style lies in his desire to oppose a vision of art as an ideologyfree zone of aesthetic and 

intellectual production to the National Socialists’ ideological assimilation of art. In judging 

Baumeister’s book from a present-day perspective, one must also keep in mind that the 



  

  
 
 
 

  

circumstances of its writing are very different from that of Domnick and Leonhard’s 

publications of the same year. Baumeister is writing at Lake Constance 1943/44, isolated 

from friends and from the intellectual exchange. Domnick and Leonhard are already part of 

the developing new intellectual network of the early postwar years. At the same time, the 

facts observed above, taken together, still lead to a sobering conclusion with relation to the 

popularity of the book: this work of Baumeister’s not only falls behind many others arising 

from art-theoretical discourse in the first half of the 20
th

 century, but is also far distant from 

the discursive and analytical heights reached—in their best passages—by the books by 

Domnick and Leonhard which appeared around the same time.  

 

On the other hand, Baumeister’s public appearances within a cultural political context play a 

pioneering role in the cultural discourse and the new self-perception of art in the period 

directly following the war: with his protest against the appointment of Wilhelm Hausenstein as 

General Consel for Germany in Paris in 1950, and at the same time his polemic against Hans 

Sedlmayr during the ‘Darmstädter Gespräche’ (Darmstadt talks), Baumeister positioned 

himself as a “selfconfident fighter for abstraction.” (See: Beat Wyss, Zur Kunsttheorie der 

deutschen Nachkriegszeit (On Art Theory of the German Post- War Period), in exhib. cat. 

Deutschlandbilder. Kunst aus einem geteilten Land (German pictures. Art from a divided 

country), Berlin/ Cologne, 1997. Reprint in B.W., Die Wiederkehr des Neuen, Hamburg 2007, 

pp. 34–58).  

 

 

Kurt Leonhard (1910–2004)  

Art writer, lyrical poet, philosopher, translator, curator 

 

“He is a personal friend of Thomas Mann‘s” occupying American troops stationed in Italy 

reported back to headquarters, concerning a German soldier who they had picked up along 

with some Italian partisans. In his pack, along with a much-thumbed copy of Dante’s ‘Divine 

Comedy’, was a copy of a letter from Thomas Mann to the dean of Bonn University, the 

subject of which was the small-minded but politically opportune withdrawal of his honorary 

doctorate. This presumed friend of Mann’s, who was thereby assured the respect of the 

American occupation force, was the 35-year-old Kurt Leonhard.  



  

  
 
 
 

  

 

The resulting detention in a camp between Livorno and Pisa brought Leonhard close to the 

detention camp where Ezra Pound, detained due to collaboration with the Italian Fascists, 

composed his ‘Pisan Cantos.’ During his short internment, Leonhard held lectures on 

literature, on Dante among other subjects, and, significantly for his later career, began to 

translate for the American occupying force. In this way and in this capacity, he made his way, 

via further posts in Italy, to South Germany, eventually ending up in Esslingen near Stuttgart, 

where he was offered a job translating in an American copying facility. Leonhard settled down 

with his family in Esslingen.  

 

Kurt Leonhard achieved his first public exposure in 1929 thanks to the most significant critic 

of the Weimar Republic era: Alfred Kerr included some poems by the 19-year-old Leonhard in 

a radio essay on youth lyrics. After studying German literature, philosophy and art history in 

Berlin—his dissertation on the theme of ‘Hans von Marées, Adolf von Hildebrand, Konrad 

Fiedler and the new concept of the image’ was rejected as politically unacceptable—he joined 

the booksellers Buchholz in Leipziger Straße and succeeded to the Jewish bookseller Kurt 

Valentin’s position after he emigrated. To quote Leibniz freely, books and art were in a state 

of preestablished harmony for Leonhard. Up until the beginning of World War II, works by 

painters and sculptors categorized as “degenerate” by the National Socialists were tolerated 

here, and traded for the purpose of acquiring foreign currency. Leonhard had access to the 

contemporary art of this time, and to the defamed and sometimes persecuted artists. He 

produced poems as well as regular contributions to newspapers and magazines, and he 

began to translate, beginning with Paul Valéry’s essays on Leonardo da Vinci. Through the 

recommendation of friends he was appointed editor at the Knaur publishing house in 1939, 

where he was involved accordingly in the publication of Paul Fechter’s ‘Literary History’ and 

‘Art History’ by Richard Hamann. In 1941 he was conscripted into the Wehrmacht. He was 

initially posted to Königsberg-Neumark, later to Riga, and finally to Upper Italy.  

 

This first part of his career already begins to show Kurt Leonhard’s varied abilities as a literary 

scientist and art writer, a cultural philosopher and ‘homme de letters’. What it shows above all 

is his ability to intelligently bridge the gap between visual art and literature. The translator, 

critic, mentor, editor and author had always been a quiet, intelligent thinker and planner. His 

books and essays on the current position of lyrical poetry and painting in the post-war years 



  

  
 
 
 

  

endeavored continually to win his readers over to intellectual interests, to convince them, and 

to educate them in the Socratic sense. Leonhard’s works are free of ingratiation and targeted 

provocation, one-dimensional zeal—in short, they do not provide an entertaining spectacle, 

and are therefore not easily received, even today. And yet: Leonhard provided the theoretical 

basis for a continuity of art and literary history which allowed German development to appear 

as a part of European development again. He was, however, also a man of action. He 

published young poets, he made artists known to art dealers and gallery owners, he organized 

and reviewed numerous exhibitions.  

 

Kurt Leonhard associates the first exhibitions of international significance in Germany since 

the war, documenta I and documenta II, held in Kassel in 1955 and 1959, and especially the 

inspirational spokesman Werner Haftmann, with an unequivocal commitment to non-imitative, 

entirely compositional painting. Both are united in the hope of “giving a defaced epoch back 

its truth” (Edouard Beaucamp) and finding a connection with European thought of the pre-war 

years. Both share an exceptional, creative closeness to the artworks, a deep identification. 

While the enthusiastic Haftmann travels through a bombed-out Germany emphatically 

evoking an artistic awakening and proclaiming, in a somewhat totalitarian manner ‘the 

abstract as a world language’, the analytic, eloquent and playful Leonhard is concluding the 

prologue to ‘Discussions on Modern Art’ with the portentous title ‘The Holy Surface’: “In total 

silence, [art] has found a new, uncompromising language, which does not wish to argue us 

over to its side or to catch us out, but only to create. But what is form but a promise – an 

‘imitation of what is to come’ (for this language will have ever less to do with imitation of what 

is past) of eternal future fulfillment?”  

 

Leonhard: The Author ‘Die heilige Fläche. Gespräche über moderne Kunst’, Stuttgart 1947 

(‘The Holy Surface. A Dialogue on modern art’) ‘Die heilige Fläche’, written within three 

months in the year 1947, originally appeared in the series ‘Der Deutschenspiegel – Schriften 

zur Erkenntnis und Erneuerung’ (‘The German Mirror – Writings Towards Understanding and 

Renewal’), published by Gerhart Binder in the Deutsche Verlags-Anstalt, Stuttgart. It was only 

reissued once, in the year 1966 by the Ernst-Klett Verlag. (A limited edition of 200 copies was 

published by Renate Wiehager on the occasion of Kurt Leonhard’s 90th birthday in 2000. 

Expanded new edition: Die heilige Fläche – Objokus. Ernst Klett Verlag, Stuttgart 1966). 

Using the Platonic dialogue form, Leonhard develops his difficult subject matter step by step. 



  

  
 
 
 

  

Taking pains to be comprehensible, he interrupts himself with objections and questions from 

figures who appear in the text, who include, among others, an artist, an art historian, a 

museum visitor and a poet. He interrupts the stream of thought for the sake of a rhetorical 

didacticism and its effect. He explicitly addresses the reader who is not familiar with the 

initiates’ jargon, for whom the discussion of art does not come naturally. Leonhard comes to 

an understanding with his reader while incorporating the then current situation and state of 

the world. This topical relevance, the presence of the social background which shines through 

shows him preeminently as a human being who also has interests outside the book’s cover.  

 

In this way, Leonhard’s brave work towards enlightenment effortlessly and efficiently evades 

subjectrestricted self-righteousness. The style of the book has a suggestive effect through the 

carefully-chosen form of the discussion, but not in its structure or in the transmission of its 

argument. This book is intended not to seduce, but to convince. The settings Leonhard 

chooses—an exhibition of modern art and the studio belonging to Willi Baumeister in 

Stuttgart—whose name is, however, not mentioned – aids comprehension, and the twelve 

examples of recent art from the years 1937–1946 presented in the book lend an air of 

authenticity and a contemporary atmosphere. The poet introduced in the second discussion 

allows Leonhard to use the ‘Parallelaktion’, or oscillation between visual art and literature, 

typical for him and for his work for the purpose of providing an understandable definition of 

the abstract, as well as a concise distinction in definite literary terms.  

 

All in all, Leonhard and his more famous kindred spirit Werner Haftmann purveyed a vision 

exactly opposite to the apocalyptic scenario envisaged by the Austrian art historian Hans 

Sedlmayr, who, although not guiltless himself, attacked the very art which was still being 

persecuted as a contributor to the war and to the century’s decline. Sedlmayr regarded his 

work ‘Verlust der Mitte’ (‘The Loss of the Middle’) (Verlust der Mitte. Die bildende Kunst des 

19. und 20. Jahrhunderts als Symptom und Symbol der Zeit. The Loss of the Middle. The 

visual art of the 19th and 20th centuries as a symptom and symbol of the times) Otto Müller 

Verlag, Salzburg 1948) as his judgment on modern art. It affirmed the alleged decadence of 

visual art since the Baroque period as diagnosed by him, accusing it of loss of sense, 

godlessness and betrayal of history. In a second book, ‘Die Revolution in der modernen Kunst’ 

(‘The revolution in modern art’), he made a dogmatic claim for representational art as the 

‘natural form of expression’.  



  

  
 
 
 

  

 

Leonhard had never really taken part in the conflict between abstraction and representation. 

Rather, he had anticipated all polarizing themes in his books, very unemotionally. For 

instance, in ‘Augenschein und Inbegriff’, Stuttgart 1947, (‘Appearance and epitome’), his last 

extensive work dealing with modern art, he remarks: “Everything hangs together, nothing can 

be determined”, and indicates the intrinsic and extrinsic logic of the ‘transformations in the 

New Painting’, as the book’s subtitle phrases it. “Modern European painting—this art form 

which after at least fifty years of history is still controversial, that is, still living—has long 

outgrown the phase of revolution. It has already created a supporting tradition […]. Since 

1930 at the latest, there has been nothing painted in any country in Europe which is new in 

principle.”  

 

Leonhard makes this tradition the mainstay of his researches, drawing his conclusions from 

the mighty ‘-isms’ of the first third of the 20
th

 century. He is neither a blind apologist 

intoxicated by the new, nor does he look down with a field marshal’s gaze from the safely 

familiar heights of past epochs. His courage to be contemporary is based on well-founded 

scientific knowledge. The union of science and art becomes increasingly significant for him, 

both in form and content. He often includes an appendix in his books, as if to emphasize his 

analytical objectivity. For instance, in ‘Augenschein und Inbegriff’ he adds a “Small chronicle 

of years and facts” and in ‘Moderne Lyrik’ (‘Modern lyrical poetry’) a “lexicon of questionable 

terms”. In these texts, he shows himself as pernickety, but also as astute; his writing is 

characterized by the merging of dialogue and dialectic.  

 

For Kurt Leonhard, the observation applies that the ‘godlike perspective’ has been replaced 

by the holy surface, and that today the virtual space reigns in its place. The art-critical 

statement, the interpretation and justification of abstract art, the breaking away of the work 

from the ‘empirical world of objects’, the ‘disembodiment’ in order to achieve a greater 

spirituality is no longer relevant in relation to the art of today. In the sense of the ‘holy 

surface’, contemporary art has profaned itself. What Kurt Leonhard designates as spirit in its 

metaphysical dimension has been practically objectified today, as far as artistic production is 

concerned. For the reception and advanced understanding of art, disregarding its market 

value and the cult of education, everyone still wishes to be individually awoken to and 



  

  
 
 
 

  

enthused by art. Today, there may be these fortunate moments in which “the scales will also 

fall from the eyes of those who have ears to hear.”  

 

 

(from the publication: ‘Classical : Modern II’, Stuttgart/Berlin 2008, pp. 4–5; 19–29. You can 

purchase this book online.) 
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